
The Network for Whatever's Next

Cato Networks Quick Overview
Legacy Networks and Telcos are Incompatible 
with the Digital Business
Your business is going digital. It depends on optimized and secure global access to 
applications and data, on premises and in the cloud, and on an increasingly mobile 
workforce. The old network of the past, built with MPLS and security appliances, can’t 
adapt to emerging business and technical requirements and the evolving threat landscape. 
As a result, the gaps must be patched with even more point solutions. It is difficult and 
resource intensive to run this complex network yourself. And, outsourcing complexity 
to a telco is costly and can’t deliver the speed and agility that is so essential to a digital 
business. There has got to be a better way.

The World’s First SASE Platform

Global, SD-WAN, Security, Cloud , Mobility. Converged.

Cato provides a global, converged SD-WAN and network security cloud service. Cato enables you to move 
away from legacy MPLS, a bundle of security point solutions, and expensive managed services, to a simple, 
agile, and affordable network. Self-service or a managed service is up to you.

Aligned with the principles set by Gartner’s Secure Access Service Edge (SASE) framework, Cato’s global, cloud-
native, and software-defined architecture enables you to optimize the user experience, protect users against 
emerging threats, and embrace new business opportunities – everywhere. With Cato, your network, and your 
business, are ready for whatever’s next.
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For more information, visit www.CatoNetworks.com

Cato Solutions for Enterprise WAN Challenges:

Where Do You Want to Start?
Cato provides a full WAN transformation platform that can be gradually deployed to address multiple 
enterprise WAN use cases. Customers can start with any one use case and seamlessly extend the 
deployment to address multiple needs.

MPLS Migration to SD-WAN
Cato enables customers to replace or augment MPLS using Cato edge SD-WAN and 
multiple ISP links. Customers boost capacity and improve resiliency, for the same or 
lower cost than MPLS. Global enterprises use Cato’s global private backbone to reduce 
costs, meet service levels, improve performance, and deliver security everywhere. 

G
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Security as a Service

Optimized Global Connectivity
Cato’s global private backbone has built-in WAN and cloud optimization to enhance 
the network experience everywhere. Customers that suffer from high latency and 
packet loss for global locations and users, deploy Cato to achieve a predictable 
and accelerated access to on-premises and cloud application.End-to-End Optimization

Secure Branch Internet Access
Cato provides a full network security stack converged into the Cato Cloud. By connecting 
all locations to Cato Cloud through Cato Socket SD-WAN devices, all traffic, both Internet 
and WAN, is fully protected by Cato’s Security as a Service. There is no need to add the 
cost and complexity of point-security solutions, appliances, or cloud services.  
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Cloud Acceleration and Control
Cato accelerates cloud access by routing traffic from all edges to the Cato PoP 
closest to the cloud destination. Because Cato PoPs are co-located within major 
cloud providers, the latency between Cato and these providers is near zero. There is 
no need to install virtual appliances or setup hubs to reduce latency to the cloud.

Cloud Optimization

Mobile Security and Optimization
Cato extends its security and optimization down to a mobile device. Using a Cato 
Client or clientless browser access, users connect to the closest Cato PoP, and 
their traffic is optimally routed to on-premises or cloud applications. Cato’s network 
security stack, protects mobile users against threats everywhere and enforces 
corporate security policies.

Mobile  Optimization


